1. (v.1-5) The most important things that __________ us in this life’s walk with Christ are the things that __________ our fellowship with Him forever in eternity. Our new life actually begins __________ —death does not change anything but continues whatever we already started in this __________.

2. (v.6-7) We are to put into practice His __________ as already given.

3. (v.8-9) There will be people who are so convinced that they’ve learned and interpreted Revelation correctly that when faced with the actual events—not precisely revealing themselves as the person envisioned—that they will not be __________.

4. (v.10-11) We are warned to begin to live a changed and proper __________ NOW so that we will have put into repeated practice the qualities necessary to come through God’s __________.

5. (v.12-15) An overcomer seeks and practices biblical __________ and __________, to prove adherence to the __________.

6. (v.16) Everything will work through __________ exactly as God intended from the very beginning.

7. (v.17) There is no possible way to respond to the book of Revelation without first properly responding to __________.

8. (v.18-21) God’s __________ —as it stands right now—is sufficient to guide us.